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ABSTRACT 
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In this thesis, a software prototype tool for conducting subsets for bioinformatics datasets 

is developed. The main feature of the tool is utilization of bioinformatics ontologies to 

determine join conditions between datasets automatically. In addition to ontologies 

integration, another key principle of the tool is usability without need of special skills in 

SQL expressions used for creating complex subsets. The prototype used for subsetting 

genomic and clinical datasets is created with Vaadin web framework. In the end of the 

project, application logic of key requirements of the tool is implemented resulting in a 

baseline for further development to integrate the tool with the overlaying software product. 
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Tässä työssä kehitetään ohjelmistotyökalun prototyyppi bioinformatiivisen datan 

poimintoihin. Työkalun pääominaisuuksiin kuuluu datajoukkojen yhdistämisen 

automatisointi bioinformatiivisia ontologioita hyväksi käyttäen. Ontologioiden 

integroinnin lisäksi toinen työkalulta vaadittava ominaisuus on helppokäyttöisyys ilman 

vaativiin poimintoihin käytettävän SQL-kielen taitoa käyttäjältä. Genomi- ja kliinisiä 

datajoukkopoimintoja mahdollistava web-sovellus kehitetään Vaadin-tekniikkaa 

käyttämällä. Työn lopuksi prototyypin päävaatimusten logiikka saadaan implementoitua, 

luoden lähtökohdan työkalun jatkokehitykselle, jotta ohjelma saadaan integroitua osaksi 

suurempaa ohjelmistokokonaisuutta. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

In this chapter, the background underlying the thesis will be introduced. The goals and 

delimitations of the project are also presented, as well as the overview of structure of the 

report with key concepts of every section. 

 

1.1 Background 
 

Bioinformatics is a field of science that pursues understanding of biology and biologic data 

with computational methods. Fundamentally, this happens via development of software 

tools to solve biological problems and visualize them as well as using computational 

resource to analyze, store and manipulate the ever growing quantities of biological data 

that emerged as a consequence of huge technological leaps in the last century. (Mahdavi, 

2011, Preface) 

 

Subsetting is a data manipulation function for splitting and combining meaningful 

information from larger sets of data. The data can exist as database tables in the database 

and the tables can be joined together with traditional database join operations. Since data in 

bioinformatics exists in sets of huge quantities of data units, finding useful pieces of data is 

essential for further analysis. Subsetting plays an important role in the goals of this thesis, 

and it is the core operation of the developed tool.  

 

1.2 Goals and delimitations   
 

The goal of this thesis is to design and develop a software tool prototype which handles 

subsetting of clinical, genomic and other data in public databases. The tool will be a 

module for a bigger software application. Further and more specific needs and 

requirements for the tool are defined in Requirements and design chapter. In addition to the 

actual application logic, a graphical user interface (GUI) is also created for making subset 

functions intuitive for the user. The GUI will be implemented with Vaadin web-

framework. 

 

The development of subset tool will be continued after the main work for the thesis is over, 

hence the name “prototype”. In essence, this results that the tool will not be, and will not 

be considered, fully functional and ready to be deployed for the customer by the time the 

work for thesis is over. Another important delimiting factor is that because thesis 
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addresses first and foremost the aspect of software engineering, theory of bioinformatics 

will be reviewed from high perspective, and thus many of the most in-depth information 

not concerning the tool will be skipped. Because of the case company’s confidentiality 

factors, the exact application code will not be covered in detail but only in terms of main 

Java and Vaadin objects and functions. The creation of scripts of the ontology-based join 

candidate generator is not in the scope of this thesis but is developed by other employee of 

the case company. They are, however, explained in the fifth chapter. Lastly, because the 

tool is generally a front-end application, and no modifications to the back-end system are 

made during the development, architecture of the server-side will not be discussed in 

detail. 

 

1.3 Research questions and methods 
 

This thesis aims to meet the aforementioned goals by answering following three research 

questions: 

 

1. How to build logic for a bioinformatics subset tool using Java? 

2. How to develop intuitive graphical user interface for the said tool using Vaadin 

web framework? 

3. How to combine bioinformatics ontologies into the application? 

 

As the goal of the thesis is to create a software application, research method will be design 

science. The basic principles of design science are creation of an artifact, for example 

software, for a specific purpose or target domain in which the artifact solves an unsolved 

problem or a known problem in more effective manner (Hevner, March, Park, Ram, 2004, 

pp. 82). The software in this thesis falls into the latter alternative because the case 

company has an older version of the subset tool. 

 

1.4 Structure of the thesis 
 

After the first, introduction chapter, application area and other relevant theoretical concepts 

are defined. It defines the main concepts regarding bioinformatics including a brief review 

of the history of bioinformatics and ontologies. An introduction of the Vaadin framework 

is also presented. 
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The third section defines the requirements on what the developed subset tool should 

contain. It lists the needs of the new tool via use cases and system features, the most 

important of which are defined in this chapter. 

 

Chapter four describes the actual design and implementation of the developed prototype. In 

this chapter, separate application views and required feature division between them is 

explained, and how the Vaadin framework wraps them together. Because the dataset join 

candidate generator distinguishes itself from traditional tools, its functions will be 

presented in a separate section, chapter 5. 

 

The two final sections will conclude the thesis. In fourth section, the prototype status is 

reviewed and problems encountered during the work are explained. Lastly, the future 

development is discussed. Finally, the fifth chapter summarizes the thesis. 
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2 FIELD OF BIOINFORMATICS AND THESIS CONCEPTS 

 

In this section, the term “bioinformatics” is explained and a brief history review related to 

bioinformatics is conducted. Next, ontologies, which are one of the key concepts in the 

developed software, are discussed. Finally, the main software development framework for 

creating the software, Vaadin, is briefly explained. 

 

2.1 Definition of bioinformatics 
 

Bioinformatics is a growing field of science that combines several other fields of science, 

usually mathematics and computer science, with biology. Traditionally, the quantity of 

data in bioinformatics area is huge and thus utilizing methods and algorithms from 

computer science and mathematics is intuitive. Currently, solutions of bioinformatics can 

be noticed in several fields, for instance agriculture, medicine and natural science. 

(Mahdavi, 2011, Preface) 

 

As a term bioinformatics is fairly vague concept, sometimes even for the experts of the 

field, frequently mixed with computational biology, and whether it is interdisciplinary 

(Isea, 2015, pp 72) or multidisciplinary (Mahdavi, 2011, Preface) field of science. For the 

purpose of the goals of this thesis, bioinformatics could be defined as Russ Altman defines 

it in his blog post: 

 

“Bioinformatics = the creation of tools (algorithms, databases) that solve problems.  

The goal is to build useful tools that work on biological data.  It is about 

engineering.” (Altman, 2009) 

 

Computational biology, on the other hand, he defines as studying biology and getting new 

knowledge using computational techniques (Altman, 2009). Altman’s description is 

distinct and fits exactly to this thesis’s object even though it might not be universal 

definition as bioinformatics itself can be defined as a tool for analyzing large sets of 

biological data as well (Mahdavi, 2011, Preface). 

 

2.2 Short history of bioinformatics 
 

Bioinformatics as a term was first introduced in 1977 by Dutch theoretical biologist 
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Paulien Hogeweg but it did not get widely adapted until around the 90’s after the 

“Bioinformatics in the 90s” -conference in 1991 (Attwood, Gisel, Eriksson, Bongcam-

Rudloff, 2011, pp 3). However, the origins of bioinformatics can be traced to roughly 70 

years back to the mid-1940s for the first sequencing of bovine, ovine and porcine insulin 

by elucidating the order of amino acids in the structure of a protein by using chemical and 

enzymatic techniques. Some of the main milestones in the field of bioinformatics can be 

seen in figure 1 where milestones are denoted in black, computer science innovations in 

purple, major databases in blue, organizations in green, and number of sequences and its 

growing curve in red. 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Milestones and landmarks in bioinformatics (Attwood, et al., 2011, pp 30) 

 

Early milestones in the history of bioinformatics worth noticing are the first enzyme 

sequencing (ribonuclease) in 1955 to 1960 and publishing of “Atlas of Protein Sequence 

and Structure” in which all the protein sequences available were collected and some of 

their evolutionary relationships were deduced. Afterwards, automated sequencers were 

invented and slowly computers were leveraged to handle, analyze, distribute and store the 
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growing information in new databases. The ground breaking event can be located into 

1990s when the Web emerged and the high throughput sequencing was created which 

made the genome sequencing feasible for the first time, and made the quantity of 

sequences burgeon. The rise of Internet allowed radically easier information sharing 

between organizations around the world. The high quantity of data and its availability is an 

important factor related to this thesis. (Attwood, et al., 2011, pp 30) 

 

2.3 Ontologies 
 

In previous chapter, it was seen that the number of sequences has grown, and is growing, 

extremely fast. Many organizations have been established around the world with different 

aims in bioinformatics. There are also numerous databases distributed around the world 

where this growing information is stored. This raised the need of sharing this information 

between scientists around the world which also created a problem in interoperability since 

the information was generally heterogeneous in syntax (different models or languages), 

schema (different structure), or semantics (different interpretation of data). The last of 

which can be solved with ontologies.  (Bishr, 1998, pp 7) 

 

Ontology in information sciences means a fixed domain in which all elements are precisely 

defined. In bioinformatics, these elements could be, for example, database table columns. 

(Schuurman, Leszczynski, 2008, pp. 189). In addition to the definition of each element, 

ontology also defines their relationships with another. These relationships can either be “is 

a” or “part of” type meaning that elements can be subclasses or members of or consist of 

another class. Another relationship type is if a process affects the manifestation of other 

process or quality, what is notated with a term “regulates”. An example of a graph 

visualization of a Gene Ontology (GO) subset is seen in figure 2. In the graph, terms act as 

nodes and relationships as edges between nodes (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2015). 

For example, from the left side of the graph: pigment metabolic process during 

developmental pigmentation is both a pigment metabolic process during pigmentation as 

well as a part of pigmentation during development. 
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FIGURE 2. A subset of GO terms described as a graph. (The Gene Ontology Consortium 

B, 2015) 

 

In other words, ontologies are essentially standardized vocabularies and rules how 

concepts are defined, and making the concepts understood universally. Formal ontologies 

also enable them to be efficiently used with software tools. An example of a term in GO 

ontology in .obo format (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2017):  

 

[Term] 

id: GO:0006856 

name: eye pigment precursor transport 

namespace: biological_process 

def: "The directed movement of eye pigment precursors, the inactive forms of visual 

pigments, into, out of or within a cell, or between cells, by means of some agent 

such as a transporter or pore." [GOC:ai] 

is_a: GO:0044765 ! single-organism transport 

relationship: part_of GO:0048066 ! developmental pigmentation 

 

Ontologies are not bound to their own domain but can be combined with other ontologies 

as well, such as clinical and gene ontologies. This can permit interoperability of separate 

systems and enable better reasoning of data in all connected systems. 

 

2.4 Vaadin framework 
 

Vaadin is an open-source web framework which is used to create the application user 

interface for this thesis. Vaadin is a Java framework for developing web applications. The 

framework supports two distinct programming models: server- and client-side. However, 
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the efficiency of Vaadin comes from the server-side model. It lets the developer build 

interfaces the same way as desktop applications while managing the communication of UI 

(User interface) in web browser and server via Asynchronous JavaScript and XML 

(AJAX) technology without using other traditional web development languages such as 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) or JavaScript. Practically, in Vaadin, UI is 

constructed from components which are created and added to the application in server-

side. These components are rendered as widgets, their client-side counterparts, in client-

side for users to see and interact with. (Grönroos, 2016, pp 25-27) 

 

Overall application architecture of Vaadin framework can be seen in figure 3. As 

mentioned before, the framework can be divided in to two distinct parts: client-side engine 

and web server-side. The client-side engine executes as JavaScript code on client’s 

browser. The client-side relies mainly on the Google Web Toolkit (GWT) and thus 

provides great browser compatibility (Table 1.). Normally, Vaadin components are created 

in the server-side and then automatically rendered in browser as widgets by the client side 

engine thus hiding the unnecessary HTML and JavaScript code from the developer but 

Vaadin allows creating widgets in Java as well which are compiled to JavaScript with 

GWT thus enabling the use of Java on both of the sides. (Grönroos, 2016, pp 25-27)  

 

 

FIGURE 3. Vaadin application architecture. (Grönroos, 2016, pp 26) 
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Browsers Application Servers 

Google Chrome 23+ Apache Tomcat, version 5.0+ 

Safari 6+ eXo Platform 3+ 

Edge 12+ GateIn Portal 3.1+ 

Internet Explorer 8+ Glassfish, version 2.0+ 

Microsoft Edge Google App Engine 

Mozilla Firefox 17+ 
IBM WebSphere® Application Server, 

version 7+ 

Opera 16+ JBoss Application Server, 4.0.0+ 

Android 2.3+ Jetty, version 5.0+ 

iOS 5+ Liferay Portal 5.2+ 

Windows Phone 8+ Oracle WebLogic® Server, version 10.3+ 

 WildFly 8+ 

TABLE 1. Vaadin framework compatibility. (Vaadin, 2017) 

 

Since client-side engine is for only rendering the UI and, in essence, hiding the 

implementation from the developer, the control logic for the UI and its components runs in 

the Java-based web server as Java Servlet with the back-end business logic. Vaadin UI 

components, such as buttons, layouts and tables, are created as Java objects and added to 

the user interface. If the UI’s components are changed by the control logic, the servlet 

creates a response to the client engine which then renders the change accordingly with 

AJAX. This creates the interactive and immediate feature typical for Vaadin. (Grönroos, 

2016, pp 25-27 & 71-74) 

 

Vaadin framework has several benefits. It is easy to adopt even for those who have not 

developed web applications before since it is Java-based and its syntax is similar to Java 

programming language. UI development is flexible because it supports both declarative 

and programmatic approaches. Finally, Vaadin permits and encourages creation of custom 

components that are re-usable and more fitting for the target application. (Grönroos, 2016, 

pp 29) 
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3 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 

 

In this chapter, requirements and needs for the developed tool are specified. The 

requirements are specified by their types: use cases and system requirements. Use cases 

contain the list of activities user or an external system should be able to execute while 

using the tool whereas system requirements consists of the features, properties and 

background processes which happen automatically within the application when, for 

example, the state of the application changes specifically. This section is divided into the 

said requirement types as well as special requirements for the GUI. Finally, a small section 

for requirements discussion is reserved in the end. 

 

3.1 Overview 
 

The subset tool that is being developed for this thesis is supposed to replace the older 

subset tool that the company is currently using in its application system. Thus the new tool 

had a starting point which was the old tool, and whose weaknesses and other problematic 

features were known to company employees with whom the requirements of the tool were 

discussed. On that note, defining and specification of requirements happened internally 

within the company by discussing relevant personnel. 

 

An example of what user might want to derive from available datasets by using the 

developed subset tool was given at the start of the project and can be as follows: User 

wants to identify patients under 40 with type 2 diabetes whose pedigree includes others 

under the age of 40 with type 2 diagnosed. In addition patient could have a gene with a 

mutation which prevents it from functioning, and which belongs to a pathway leading to a 

manifestation of metabolic syndrome. Datasets in practice are relational database tables 

whose information can be queried via SQL. Possible set of database tables and their 

relations for the example is presented in figure 4. Queries similar to this example should be 

possible to execute with the developed tool. This example is referred in the discussion 

section (chapter 6), regarding how the new tool prototype can be used to handle this 

problem. 
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FIGURE 4. A collection of datasets with their relations needed for an example query. 

 

The main needs for the new subset tool include updating the GUI with more modern 

appearance with newest technologies in web development, while paying attention 

specifically to usability and user experience. The main functional requirement is building a 

subset SQL (Structured Query Language) query by joining user-selected datasets and other 

user defined constraints, such as filters, and executing the query. The execution should run 

in a feasible duration of time and results should be available immediately for the user to 

view. A special feature for the new subset tool, which distinguishes it from traditional 

SQL-based tools, is the utilizing of ontologies in the process of joining datasets. 

Ontologies for a single dataset column can be found in a form of that dataset. Forms are 

dataset or dataset type specific frameworks which contain metadata about the dataset. In 

addition to column’s ontology annotations, forms also contain information such as column 

names, descriptions and data types among other things. More detailed requirements are 

discussed in following sections of this chapter. 

 

3.2 Graphical user interface requirements 
 

The requirements for the GUI of the tool were not specified in high detail therefore it is 

developed from the very beginning, and without strict principles regarding user interface 

layouts or reusing system’s existing visual components. The main principles of the 

graphical user interface requirements, however, are intuitiveness and easiness of the use. 

Because the new subset tool is expected to be integrated into existing system body, Vaadin 

themes and other CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) styles need to be consistent with other 

modules of the system. This, however, is applied to the development environment, and 

future deployed product, automatically via Vaadin themes and does not need direct 
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adjustments in the tool development process, as such. It is also presumed that the 

appearance of the user interface looks the same regardless of the user type. Overall, there 

are only a few requirements related to the graphical user interface: user friendliness and 

visual consistency with system’s underlying style. 

 

3.3 Fundamental use cases 
 

Use cases define a set of activities invoked by an actor, for example user or an external 

system, to accomplish a certain function in the system. This section lists and explains the 

major user activities as use cases for the subset tool.  

 

The main activities a user should be able to perform in the new subset tool are: 

 

1. Adding datasets into subset. 

2. Adding constraints to added datasets. 

3. Execute subset query. 

4. View subset results. 

 

These are the fundamental use cases, the tool should be able to execute, and which are 

described in this section. For the purpose of this thesis, only the most essential use cases 

are presented here. A full list of use cases can be viewed in appendix 1. 

 

3.3.1 Use case # 1: Adding datasets 

User needs to be able to add dataset into subset. To make adding easy and intuitive for the 

user, this activity should be done via drag and drop feature where the user clicks and drags 

a dataset from a list into area which registers the dataset in the subset when the dataset is 

dropped. Use case details for adding a dataset and moving it interactively in the drop area 

can be seen in table 2. 

 

Use Case #1 Adding and moving datasets 

Importance Must have 

User Any user who uses the tool. 

Pre-Conditions/ 

Assumptions 

None 
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Description Datasets should be addable from the dataset list via drag & drop. After 

dropping the dataset, a table instance with columns and their descriptions 

should be created. Total number of rows and resulting rows after filtering 

are added to the bottom of the table. Newly added dataset will be by 

default the new primary dataset. 

1. User drags a dataset from a list drops it on selected datasets canvas. 

2. Visual table instance is created upon drop. 

2.1. If dataset is the only one in the view, nothing else happens. 

2.2. If dataset is not the only on in the view, join candidate generator 

is called. 

3. Newly added dataset is made the new primary dataset and SQL query 

is updated after the drop. 

4. Table starts to implement dragging within the canvas area. 

Successful outcome Dropping the dataset calls join candidate generator if it's not the only one 

in the view and is created as a table in the canvas where it is dropped. 

Table starts to implement dragging afterwards. 

Failures  Dropping a table on the canvas does not produce a table object. 

 New table is not made the primary dataset. 

 Dropping a table does not call join candidate generator if there are 

more than one dataset in the view already. 

 Table does not implement dragging in the canvas. 

TABLE 2. Use case #1: Adding datasets to subset. 

 

3.3.2 Use case # 2: Adding constraints to dataset's columns 

To identify meaningful information and classify results based on different variables, user 

needs to be able to add constraints to the subset. Practically, this should be possible by 

selecting a variable in a dataset, selecting a constraint condition and input potential values 

by which the result will be filtered. Use case for this activity is presented in table 3. 

 

Use Case #2 Adding constraints to current active dataset's columns 

Importance Must have 

User Any user who uses the tool. 

Pre-Conditions/ 

Assumptions 

At least one dataset has been added to the subset. 
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Description User should be able to add column specific constraints i.e. filter to 

datasets. Constraints can be added via filtering table consisting of all 

selected dataset's columns, check boxes for choosing columns, conditions 

drop-down boxes for selecting filter conditions and input field(s) for the 

actual filter value. 

1. User checks columns in the first filter table column to be included 

in the final subset. Checking out a column should disable the row 

for any other input. 

2. User selects filtering condition from drop-down list, generated 

based on the column type, located in the third table column. 

3. User adds filtering value for the remaining input fields. 

4. If user input is not found in some columns, no filter for that 

column is created. 

5. SQL query is updated immediately after user input. 

Successful outcome User input filtering elements are collected and translated into SQL, and 

subset SQL query is updated correctly. 

Failures  User input filter elements are not translated to final subset correctly 

TABLE 3 Use case #2: Adding constraints to datasets. 

 

3.3.3 Use case # 3: Creation of subset 

Creation of subset is the core activity what the tool is expected to accomplish. The activity 

should be as simple as possible therefore it is presumed that all the mandatory variables are 

in place before user clicks the button for executing the SQL query. Table 4 describes the 

use case for creation operations. 

 

Use Case #3 Creation of subset 

Importance Must have 

User Any user who uses the tool 

Pre-Conditions/ 

Assumptions 

At least one dataset has been added to the subset. 
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Description Creating a subset based on all added elements (datasets, joins, join types, 

filters, custom columns, custom filters) in the view. User should be able to 

create a full subset or a 10 row preview of a subset. 

1. User clicks the subset creation button. 

2. Confirmation window is opened. 

3. User chooses either full subset or preview generation and clicks 

the button. 

4. Chosen form of a subset is generated and notified to the user. 

Successful outcome  Subset is created successfully and notified to the user. 

 User is notified if subset creation has failed by user's own mistake or if 

result is aberrant. 

Failures  Subset fails due to functional error. 

 UI freezes due to heavy query. 

 No result notification is transferred to the user. 

TABLE 4 Use case #3: Creation of subset. 

 

3.3.4 Use case # 4: View subset results 

When the subset has been created, user has to be able to see its results. Application must 

either show the result in convenient form or notify user if result is not available, for 

example, in cases when subset has not yet been created or if an error has happened. Use 

case for this is presented in table 5. 

 

Use Case #4 View subset results 

Importance Must have 

User Any user who uses the tool 

Pre-Conditions/ 

Assumptions 

None 

Description Viewing subset results in the preview results view 

1. User clicks results -navigation button. 

2. User is transferred to results view. 

2.1. If the subset was generated beforehand, show subset results. 

2.2. If no subset has been made, show empty result with a 

notification. 
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Successful outcome  Subset result can be seen correctly in the results view if it was 

generated beforehand. 

 Appropriate message is transferred to the user if subset wasn’t created 

before entering the results page. 

Failures  Result is not shown correctly or at all in the results view if subset was 

generated. 

 No message is transferred to the user if subset was not created before 

entering the results page. 

TABLE 5 Use case #4: Viewing subset results. 

 

3.4 System requirements 
The new subset tool has several system requirements essential of which are described in 

this section. In oppose to activities executed by an actor, system requirements are features 

that do not have exact actor but are more comparable to automatic functions triggered after 

a state change or quality related properties. Purposes of system requirements for the 

developed tool are mainly related to the need of making the application user friendly and 

effective. 

 

The main system requirements and properties are: 

1. Dynamic SQL query updating 

2. Asynchronous heavy operations 

3. Visualized dataset joins. 

 

These system features are explained in following subsections. A more complete list of 

system features can be viewed in appendix 2. 

 

3.4.1 System property #1: Dynamic SQL query updating 

The most important feature of the tool which makes it even usable is the SQL query 

generation based on user’s activities and choices in the application. Even though one of the 

objectives of the tool is to make user less dependent on knowing SQL language itself, there   

is a need to inject custom SQL into the query as well. It is also preferred for the user to see 

the full query at any time. Therefore the full SQL query needs to be created dynamically 

while the user is using the tool. Specifications for this requirement are described in table 6. 

 

System property #1 Dynamic SQL query updating 
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Pre-

Conditions/Assumptions 

At least one dataset has been added to the subset. 

Input A change in added datasets, join types, constraints or custom variables. 

Description The final subset SQL query should always be updated when the tool is 

used. The updating needs to happen when user adds a new dataset, 

constraint or a custom variable, or changes the join type. 

Output Updated SQL query 

Successful outcome Final subset SQL query updated correctly. 

Failures Final subset SQL query is incorrect. 

TABLE 6. System property #1: Dynamic SQL query updating 

 

3.4.2 System property #2: Asynchrony in heavy operations 

When processing millions of database table rows, queries and other operations will become 

slow. These operations may lock the user interface until the operation is finished which 

affects negatively to the user experience. The tool must be able to execute these operations 

on the background in order to keep the usability flexible. Detailed properties of this case 

are presented in table 7. 

 

System property #1 Asynchrony in heavy operations 

Pre-

Conditions/Assumptions 

A heavy operation, such as SQL query, needs to be executed. 

Input Execution of heavy operation 

Description Executing of SQL queries can take time but user interface needs to 

stay interactive regardless of that. Heavy operations, such as subset 

generation, need to run in a way which does not lock the user 

interface. 

Output None 

Successful outcome Interface does not lock during heavy operations. 

Failures Interface locks during heavy operation. 

TABLE 7. System property #2: Asynchrony in heavy operations 

 

3.4.3 System property #3: Join visualization 

The current version of the subset tool lacks interactivity and visualization. Final system 

feature requirement mentioned here is related to these aspects. It is possible that user wants 

to create a subset from several different datasets. Normally these datasets are joined 
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together with specific variables, for example single columns. Visualizing these joins would 

help the user to clarify how these joins are constructed. This property is described in the 

following table 8. 

 

System property #1 Join visualization 

Pre-

Conditions/Assumptions 

At least one dataset has been added to the subset. 

Input New dataset added to subset 

Description Subset can contain several datasets which are joined together in 

different ways and with different conditions. These joins need to be 

distinguished from another. 

Output Visualized dataset joins  

Successful outcome Joins of datasets visualized intuitively 

Failures Joins of datasets not visualized 

TABLE 8. System property #3: Join visualization 

 

3.5 Discussion 
The use cases and system requirements above in addition to list of requirements in 

appendices 1 and 2 have the requirements which should be fulfilled during the 

development of the tool. The major issues of the old subset tool were inflexibility of 

features, usability issues and the fact that if user wanted to add some advanced properties 

to the subset, he or she had to know SQL language to some extent. Adding SQL directly 

wanted to be kept for users who knew SQL but it was not to be mandatory prerequisite.  

 

A feature related to usability which raised discussion was discussion whether the 

application should start generating the final subset dynamically after a change has 

happened regarding the subset or should the user always need to trigger the creation on 

his/her own initiative. For the requirements, the generation by user was selected as the 

approach with a reserved option to change it to dynamic in the following versions of the 

tool. 

 

Defining the requirements did not require extra effort because needs and issues related to 

the old tool were known beforehand. Tools and frameworks were also decided in advance. 

The design and implementation, on the other hand, were disciplines which needed more 

effort, and those will be discussed next.  
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4 DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION 

 

This section describes the major practical activities and results of the developed tool which 

was the goal and main artifact of the thesis. In this chapter, the views of the application are 

discussed separately and each meaningful component within every view is described in 

design and then implementation perspectives essentially via design phase mock-ups. 

Finally, a few essential features of the application, which do not belong strictly to any of 

the views, are presented. 

 

4.1 Overview 
 

The tool to be developed is not a stand-alone application but a module in a bigger software 

system. On that note, the architecture to which the subset module will be integrated exists 

prior to the development of the tool, and thus architecture of the back-end is not modified 

from its current state. For confidentiality reasons, a simplified graph of the user interface 

components relationship and where the tool itself is located is presented in figure 5.  
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FIGURE 5. UI Architecture of the integrated system. (Eronen, 2016) 

 

In the figure, VaadinServlet creates sessions and handles client-server traffic. Vaadin 

session represents a single user session in a single browser. VaadinUI handles application 

content by initializing managing access to modules on demand. It also provides access to 

DataAPI which contains general and widely used functions within the system. Modules 

form the system. The developed tool is a VaadinModule containing a single dynamic view. 

(Eronen, 2016) 

 

In requirements section, the main functional features and system properties were defined. 

These functional and user initiated operations included: 

 

1. Adding datasets into subset. 

2. Adding constraints to added datasets. 

3. Execute subset query. 

4. View subset results.  
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A clear order of user’s actions can be seen in these different activities. First user wants to 

add a dataset to subset. User might then want to add another datasets into subset as well by 

joining them with datasets already in the subset. Because datasets might and in high 

probability have redundant information which is not needed for that specific subset, these 

variables should be possible to filter out from the final subset. Lastly, the subset needs to 

be generated and results viewed in an appropriate manner. 

 

Concentrating all the necessary actions into single view would generally have a negative 

impact on clarity and by that to usability as well. Therefore these main requirements, along 

with other requirements presented in appendices 1 and 2, are divided into three main views 

(figure 6). 

 

 

FIGURE 6. Major views and their features of the subset tool. 

 

The most intuitive approach to divide required functions was to create three main views: 

the view for adding and removing datasets from the subset, the view for adding and 

manipulating constraints and filters and one for showing the subset result. In prototype, 

these views are named: Selected Datasets, Active Dataset and Preview Results as presented 

in figure 6. These views, however, are not actual Vaadin views because the tool is a single 
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view application. These views are rather collections of components directed to accomplish 

a certain goal added to a larger layout component, and this layout component creates one 

of the three views presented in figure 6. In addition to main views, there are also two 

meaningful components which are not precisely views but rather minor, though not 

meaningless, sections of the Selected Datasets –view: server-side Join candidate generator 

and Advanced SQL mode.  The main views will be discussed in more detail in the next 

section. 

 

4.2 Main views 
 

This section explains the major views introduced in previous chapter. As figure 6 shows, 

the application is divided into three main views: 

 

1. Selected Datasets 

2. Active Dataset 

3. Preview Results 

 

In Selected Datasets view user can interactively and freely add datasets into the subset. 

Active Dataset view is responsible for filter and constraint addition to the active, in other 

words currently selected, dataset. Finally, the Preview Results is, as its name implies, for 

viewing subset results. 

 

4.2.1 Selected datasets 

Selected Datasets view is the main view of the subset tool which opens when the user 

accesses the subset module in the system. The main purpose of this view is adding and 

removing datasets into and from the subset and modifying their join relationships. 

Essential features of the view are: adding, moving and removing datasets via drag and drop 

and visualizing the join conditions between datasets. Calling join candidate generator 

happens also in this view, but it will be discussed further in section 5. Sketch of this view 

is presented in figure 7. 
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FIGURE 7. Selected Datasets view sketch. 

 

4.2.1.1 Dataset list 
To add datasets into subset, user can drag selected datasets from a dataset tree on the left 

hand side of the Selected Datasets view (figure 8). Tree was chosen as the data structure 

for this purpose because a high level module of that already existed in the system. This 

enables code re-using and less effort for keeping the user interface consistent between 

separate modules of the overall system. The model retrieves all datasets in the database for 

which the currently logged in user has access and arranges them hierarchically based on 

the type of the dataset. This approach also eases the dataset selection when there is high 

number of datasets in the system. Essentially, the only change to the existing dataset tree –

module was enabling Vaadin’s drag and drop feature for the tree’s nodes with Vaadin’s 

setDragMode() function. 
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FIGURE 8. Dataset tree mock-up in Selected Datasets view. 

 

4.2.1.2 Drag and drop canvas 
The major part of the Selected Datasets view is occupied by the canvas which acts as a 

landing area for dragged tree elements, and in which the table instances of added datasets 

are rendered (figure 9). Canvas has a drop handler listening for dropped elements which 

calls either add function, when the dropped object is a tree node, or move function in case 

of table object. Add function parses the dataset id from the dropped element, queries its 

columns and descriptions from the database and creates a visual table from the result. If 

subset contains at least one dataset prior to the adding, join candidate generator is called 

for joining the datasets together. Join candidate generator’s functionality is explained in 

section 5. Move function is used to move existing tables inside canvas area by calculating 

the new position by setting drop position’s coordinates as existing table’s coordinates. User 

must be able to select and remove added dataset freely. Therefore removing is 

implemented through context menu which opens when the user clicks the table with the 

right mouse button and selects “remove” function. 
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FIGURE 9. Canvas mock-up in Selected Datasets view. 

 

In addition to dataset table functions, canvas includes a legend which lists all currently 

added joins between datasets with join information generated by the join candidate 

generator. When there exists at least one join between added datasets, user is able to select 

the join type from drop-down list regarding on how the join is used (Use case #11). 

Naturally, changing the type changes the SQL query as well. Lastly, canvas section also 

includes a pop-up link which contains a 10-row result snippet, along with column and row 

information about the final subset, of the generated subset if the subset has been created 

beforehand.  

 

4.2.1.3 Minor components of Selected Datasets view 
Even though the goal of the subset is to make the subset tool as intuitive as possible, seeing 

the current SQL query should be available for a knowledgeable user to review. Currently, 

this feature is available at the bottom of the screen of the Selected Datasets view. Every 

time a change in the subset has occurred, be it a change in existing datasets, constraints or 

joins for instance, a query updater is called to update the final SQL query accordingly. The 

function is provided by a global main controller of the tool because it is needed by several 

other components as well. Basically, when the update is called, the tool starts to collect all 

necessary information, which are datasets, filters, join information and custom variables 

and constrains, and builds the final query based on them. From the developing perspective 

this is the most complex function in the application, and it is the very essence of the 
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objective of the tool. More detailed explanation of subset creation is presented in section 

4.3.1. 

 

Finally, Selected Datasets has a global navigation bar for navigating between the views and 

buttons for controlling subset action. Navigation buttons on the left are dynamically 

updated based on which view user is currently in, managing access to allowed views in 

different situations. Buttons on right include: the actual subset generation button which 

calls the actual subset creation function, Advanced SQL button for adding custom columns 

and constraints to the final subset (described in more in chapter 4.3.2), currently 

unimplemented export function for actually saving the subset result and help button for 

providing guidance for the user in current view. Navigational bar is included in every view 

in the subset tool. 

 

4.2.2 Active dataset 

Active Dataset view is the view where user can add filters and constraints to the selected, 

active in other words, dataset. The view is accessed via context menu of selected dataset 

table in Selected Dataset view and is not present in the navigational bar. This approach was 

chosen because the dataset to which filters are added must be accurately defined, and 

context menu provides an intuitive approach to that. In addition to adding filters to selected 

dataset, the other main features are: viewing dataset’s information and creation of column 

value distribution which is visualized via graphs. A mock-up of the Active Dataset view is 

presented in figure 10. 
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FIGURE 10. Active Dataset view sketch. 

 

Components in this view include: horizontal section with dataset information, active 

dataset selector and subset preview snippet pop-up link, and section for filter modification 

with a filter table and section reserved for variable distribution graphs. Basic information is 

shown for the user for distinguishing the dataset to which filters are being added. The 

dataset selector combo box enables changing of the dataset within the view without the 

need to return back to Selected Datasets view. The filtering table was selected for adding 

filters because it reminded a lot the version in the old subset tool and because seeing all 

filters simultaneously was preferred. To ease filtering, clicking a dataset column, which is 

represented as table row in the table, triggers a graph to be constructed containing the 

values for clicked variable.  

 

4.2.2.1 Active Dataset information section 
The purpose of info section (figure 11) is to provide general information about the current 

active dataset to which the user is adding constraints. Dataset information is retrieved from 

the form of current dataset. Forms in the overall system include meta-data about datasets, 

and are widely used around the company’s applications. Form is generated simultaneously 

to dataset creation, and is generally required for a dataset to be usable in company’s 

applications. 
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FIGURE 11. Information section of Active Dataset view. 

 

Other features in the information section include an in-view dataset selector which can be 

used to change the active dataset inside Active Dataset view without navigating back and 

forth between Selected Datasets and Active Dataset views. The combo box includes all the 

added datasets that have been added into subset in the Selected Datasets view, and changes 

all the information in the Active Dataset dynamically with Vaadin’s listener components 

when a different dataset has been chosen. Lastly, the subset preview pop-up link on the 

right side of the section is identical to the one in Selected Datasets view. 

 

4.2.2.2 Filter section 
The lower part of the Active Dataset view (figure 12) contains the main component for 

adding filters and constraints to the dataset. Constraints are added via filtering table on the 

left side of the section. The table has listed all the columns in the active dataset and 

arranged them as rows in the table.  

 

 

FIGURE 12. Filter table and graph of column value distribution. 

 

Each table column has a certain function which affects the input filter. The check column 

has a check box for every row, and it implies which columns are included in the final 

subset. Traditionally, all dataset columns are not always needed in the subset therefore 

function to remove redundant columns is essential. The field column lists the column name 

of a dataset row. Condition column includes humanized operators for a filter. These 
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conditions are selectable from a combo box and depend on the type of the field. For 

example, conditions “Is between” and “Is not between”, which are humanized alternatives 

for “BETWEEN” and “NOT BETWEEN” in SQL language, are only available for a 

dataset column of type float. Different column types have different condition options. A 

list of conditions used is listed in table 9.  

 

 

TABLE 9. Filter table’s condition options with their SQL operator equivalents. 

 

Finally, the last column includes text field or fields, depending on the selected condition, in 

which user can input specific values. The table can predict the number of input fields 

which are required by the user based on which condition is selected for the column filter. A 

single filter is generated from all the row’s items and added to the WHERE-clause of the 

final subset. For example, selecting CHOL column with condition “Is Between” and values 

100 and 150 results an SQL clause: “CHOL BETWEEN 100 AND 150”. All active 

components of the table include a Vaadin value change listener which triggers after a 

change has happened in some of the components, making the filter generation instant. 

 

If user wants to view the value distribution of a certain column, he/she can click s specific 

row in the table. The table includes a Vaadin item click listener that executes a graph 

creation function which generates a distribution graph of that clicked row. The graph is 

constructed via Vaadin charts, which is a premium Vaadin add-on used for building 

graphical statistic graphs. Graph contains a specific number of columns based on the 

number of rows in a dataset. Each column represents a range of values in dataset, and 

count of values the number of instances a value in dataset fits in that range of values. From 

these graphs user can quickly notice how values are distributed in the dataset. If the type of 

the column in dataset is number, the graph will be a histogram whereas if the type is a 

choice of a few alternatives, the graph is a pie chart. 

 

 

Humanized option SQL operator

Must be = [value]

Must not be NOT [value]

Is between BETWEEN [value1] AND [value2]

Is not between NOT BETWEEN [value1] AND [value2]

Is missing [value] IS NULL

Is not missing [value] IS NOT NULL
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4.2.3 Preview Results 

Preview Results view is the third and last major view in the subset tool. A sketch of the 

view is presented in figure 13. The purpose of this view is, as its name suggests, showing 

the results of the generated subset for the user. Currently, the view is accessible from the 

start of using the tool, which implies that even if the subset has not been created, user still 

has an access to the view. In this case, as opposed to the subset result, only notification is 

shown, expressing that subset has not yet been created. If the subset has been created 

beforehand, however, the view contains its result in a grid form and provides functions to 

manipulate it in a small scale. 

 

 

FIGURE 13. Preview Results view sketch. 

 

The grid contains the result of the subset query parsed into a Vaadin grid. Similarly to the 

dataset tree model in Selected Datasets view, the grid also reuses, to some extent, existing 

components and code which is utilized in other modules. Grid is created from a form that 

is created during the subset creation and result set of the query. It enables sorting and 

filtering functions for manipulation of the result. To filter the result by user input, a text 

field is available in the first row of the grid. Vaadin allows dynamic grid updating therefore 

sorting and filter functions happen instantly and asynchronously. The result of a subset, as 

well as datasets in general, can contain massive number of rows, as was mentioned in 
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bioinformatics theory. This can usually be an issue with container such as in this case but 

fortunately Vaadin handles this with its lazy loading feature. The Vaadin containers can 

implement lazy loading which fills the container on demand thus preventing general 

memory issues.   

 

The grid also has, similarly to column distributions in Active Dataset, functions to create 

value distributions for each result column. Currently this is enabled via clicking a preferred 

grid item which then triggers the graph creation operation. The graph follows the same 

logic in creating the data for the Vaadin Charts add-on to use with the exception of not 

querying the result from the database again, because it is already available in the grid 

container itself.   

 

4.3 Key features 
 

The developed subset tool has several complex features and operations. In this section, two 

major features were selected for further explanation. These three features are: 

 

1. Creation of subset 

2. Advanced SQL mode 

 

Creation of subset is, as its name implies, the complex function which collects all required 

information, creates an SQL query from that information, creates a form for the resulting 

subset and finally executes the query and parses the result for visualized form. Finally, the 

objective for the advanced SQL mode is to provide user capabilities for adding custom 

columns and constraints for the final SQL query.  

 

4.3.1 Creation of subset 

The objects participating in the creation of subset are presented in figure 14. In fact, the 

objects cover the main parts of the tool itself as well. For explanation purposes, the 

components are divided into three contextual categories:  

 

1. Subset information objects 

2. Views 

3. Creation Managers 

 

Subset information objects include the classes in which the required information regarding 
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the subset is contained. Views are the visual components in which the modification of the 

aforementioned information objects is executed. The subset creation managers handle the 

actual building of subset. There are also two other factors not directly visible in the figure 

but have an impact on the subset creation: the global join type variable located in the 

Selected Datasets view which determines the SQL join type and a worker object which 

executes the query, populates the result container and attaches it to the result view 

asynchronously.  

 

 

FIGURE 14. Main components of the subset generation and their relations. 

 

Subset information components, as mentioned above, contain the mandatory information 

for creating the subset. The main units, from which the subset is created in the end, are the 

added datasets and possible joins between them. Datasets are named as dataset tables in 

subset because they extend the Vaadin table class when they are added in the subset. This 

can be seen in figures 7 and 9. Along with visual attributes, dataset table objects’ most 

important properties are the columns, dataset table id in database, a unique alias and 

constraints. Columns, of course, determine what data is needed from each dataset and 

dataset table id defines from which that data is requested, and thus affect the SELECT- and 

FROM-clauses of the whole SQL query. Unique aliases are generated automatically for 

each added datasets. Aliases are essential in subset for determining exclusively the 

column-dataset relationship in SQL query because multiple datasets may have identically 
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named columns. Finally, constraints are optional filters for a single column which create 

parts of the WHERE-clause for the query.  

 

Other units of information are the joins between added datasets. Even though joins are 

highly related to datasets, they are still handled as individual objects separately from 

datasets. The reason for this approach is twofold. First, keeping joins as a list of objects has 

advantages when creating the SQL. Secondly, the join candidate generator (described in 

section 5) provides very detailed information about added datasets and join conditions 

which are more effortlessly stored in their own objects rather than connected with datasets. 

In regards to actual subset, the essential property of a join is the actual WHERE-clause. 

The clause is added at the end of the SQL query while building the final query. The dataset 

tables, excluding the filters, as well as joins are created in the Selected Datasets view. 

 

There are also two other variables which affect the subset query contents: the join type and 

custom columns and constraints both of which are, against the object-oriented 

programming (OOP) principles, kept as global variables in the tool in the current 

implementation. The join type is the global variable which determines which type of the 

join is created and is located in the Selected Datasets view. Type can either be: inner, left-

outer, right-outer, full-outer, semi or anti-join. The type affects highly to the structure of 

different clauses of the SQL query. The last data particles for the SQL query are custom 

columns and constraints which can be added via Advanced SQL feature. The advanced 

SQL feature is described in more detail in section 4.3.2. 

 

There are two main manager objects which manage the aforementioned information units. 

The main component manager acts as the high level controller in the subset tool which 

handles the view changes, creation of sub controllers and a few global functions and 

variables. The main component manager has virtually access to all relevant components in 

the tool, and thus manages the information flow between views and their components. The 

other manager is the table manager which, unlike its name implies, handles not only 

dataset table objects’ creation but also stores the existing joins as well. This approach was 

selected to reduce the number of controller classes which was already fairly high, and 

because, unlike dataset tables which require considerable amount of logic to enable their 

visual features, join objects have their own internal control logic to handle any 
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modification. Typically, the views need some of the manager classes in some occasion and 

calling the main component manager is the interface to access them. 

 

To create a subset, there are two operations which need to be performed prior to execution 

of the query: generating the SQL query itself and build a form for the subset. These two 

operations are executed by their dedicated manager classes which are currently named 

SQL and form manager respectively. The sequence for generating the SQL and form is 

presented in figure 15 as activity diagram where the activities are fundamentally performed 

by either SQL or form manager. 

 

 

FIGURE 15. Activity diagram of SQL query and form creation. 

 

As mentioned in requirements section, user can execute subset creation only by his/her 

own initiative in the current prototype. The call of the subset creation occurs in the main 

component manager which preserves both managers needed to create subset. Subset 

creation starts in SQL manager whose task is to create the query for the subset. Operation 

begins by selecting a correct template for SQL building based on the global join type 
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variable, for instance inner or full-outer join. Since SQL query is essentially constructed 

from SELECT, FROM and WHERE clauses, they are created next from the information 

stored in objects in table manager. Final part of the SQL building is adding potential 

custom columns and constraints to respective clauses: columns for SELECT and 

constraints for WHERE. Finally, the syntax is checked because the user may have 

potentially made an error in custom variable creation. 

 

When the SQL query has been created successfully, form manager is called for creating a 

form for the subset. Form is created by retrieving column’s form information, such as type, 

description and ontology annotations, from their source dataset’s form. This operation has 

to be done for each column in the final subset. If subset contains custom columns which do 

not have a source dataset, a temporary view containing the custom column must be created 

and type of the custom column derived from that view. Finally, as with the query creation, 

form needs to be validated before subset creation is allowed. This whole sequence is also 

executed every time a change has happened in the subset state. In addition to query and 

form validation, both managers also execute several exception handling procedures 

throughout their operations because ensuring the correct result is essential for the 

operation. 

 

After both SQL query and form has been created successfully, the subset can be created. 

To allow continuous use of the user interface, as per requirements, the actual creation of 

subset needs to be performed on the background asynchronously. Java SwingWorker was 

selected as the main approach for executing slow operations in the background for its 

simple and effortless thread implementation from the developer perspective. When the 

SQL query and form have been created and user confirms the subset creation, main 

component manager creates a worker thread and passes both form and query to it. Worker 

executes the SQL query to the database, creates a Vaadin container and parses the result in 

the container. When the work is done, worker passes the container back to the main 

component manager which sets the container in grid component in the Preview Results 

view. To enable subset canceling, main component manager may have only one worker at 

most running, which will be canceled if user decides to create a new subset while previous 

one has not yet completed. 
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4.3.2 Advanced SQL 

Even though usability and the fact that user is generally not expected to know SQL, the 

new tool still needs a feature to inject user defined SQL into the main query. This section 

presents an advanced SQL feature through which user can add complex custom columns or 

constraints to subset SQL. 

 

Advanced SQL feature can be accessed via “Advanced SQL” button in the button bar in 

every view (figures 7, 9, 10, 11 & 13). Clicking the button opens a new window in which 

custom variables can be inputted. Mock-up of the advanced SQL feature is presented in 

figure 16. In the end, custom columns are added to the end of the SELECT-clause in the 

final subset SQL whereas custom constraints to the end of the WHERE-clause. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 16. Advanced SQL feature mock-up. 

 

The opened window contains a tab selector for inputting either custom columns or 

constraints at the time. Both variables have a list of already existing variables, under which 

is the input form for adding more. Buttons for deleting added custom variables exist in the 

list as well. For custom columns (figure 16, left tab) the input form needs to include 

operation, alias and optional description forms. The operation and alias are mandatory 

fields in which the operation describes the function which calculates the column value for 

the current form and alias defines the column name in the subset. The third description 

form is an optional field in which user can define the description of the column which is 

then used in the subset form generation. 

 

Custom constraints tab has the exact list of currently existing custom constraints user has 

already added to the subset. In oppose to forms in the custom columns tab, custom 

constraint form has a single larger text area for inputting user defined constraints. User can 

either select to add a single constraint at a time or create a complex constraint with 
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multiple condition connected with AND operator. All added constraints will be connected 

with AND in the end. Custom constraints also have an experimental feature related to joins 

in the subset. Because join conditions are traditionally WHERE clauses in SQL level, user 

can add more joins using the custom constraints feature. Currently this works only in 

equality joins where a column from one dataset equals column in another dataset, in which 

the tool automatically creates a new join or changes an existing join appropriately based on 

the input condition.  

 

To add a new column or a constraint, user needs to remember to add a column from an 

existing dataset with alias notation. This may not be very intuitive, and therefore a special 

feature is implemented in the advanced SQL feature. As can be seen in figure 16, both 

custom variable tabs have added datasets and their columns listed in a tree on the right side 

of the window. User can drag and drop a column from the tree into the operation field in 

custom columns tab or the text area in custom constraints tab. After dropping the column, 

the tool automatically selects the correct alias for that column without any extra effort from 

the user.  
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5 ONTOLOGY-BASED JOIN CANDIDATE GENERATOR 

 

In this section, the most distinct feature of the subset tool, ontology-based join candidate 

generator is presented. The chapter includes a general overview of the generator which 

describes the generator in a high level and how it is visible in the user interface. The 

section also contains an implementation part in which the selected approach for using 

ontology principles in join selection is defined. 

 

5.1 Overview 

  
One of the requirements and attributes on how the new subset tool distinguishes itself from 

traditional tools is how it utilizes predefined ontologies in its operations. Ontology, as was 

mentioned in the section 2, is a fixed domain in which all elements are precisely defined. 

In other words, a standardized vocabularies and relationship rules how concepts are 

defined. The subset tool uses these ontologies for determining join conditions between 

datasets used in the subset. 

 

The join candidate generator, in essence, is a set of scripts located in the server. The 

generator is called from the application when the user drags a new dataset to the subset, 

and when there already exists at least one other dataset in the subset, as per use case #1 

(section 3.3.1). The application creates a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) object from 

the existing datasets and joins in the current subset. It then sends the packet for the 

generator and receives a JSON object from the generator which contains join terms for the 

current subset.  

 

When the join candidate generator has produced all the possible terms for joining, a 

window opens for the user for selecting possible conditions (figure 17). User can then 

select a suitable join condition or conditions for his/her purposes and confirm the selection. 

Based on user's selection, the Selected Datasets view creates appropriate changes in the 

canvas area and updates the final subset SQL query accordingly. One of the changes in the 

canvas include modifying the tables which were part of the selected join terms to highlight 

the key columns for that join with distinctive color representing the join (figure 17). The 

other change is creating or updating the legend of all existing joins in the lower left corner 

of the view.  
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FIGURE 17. Selection of join conditions and visual result in the canvas. 

 

5.2 Implementation 

 

This section describes the general approach and methods on how the join candidate is 

currently implemented in the prototype. The chapter is divided between the Vaadin-side 

and server-side. The Vaadin-side represents the user interface and the application logic 

which can be exclusively distinguished from the scripts encapsulating the candidate 

generator even though Vaadin framework is implemented in the server as well.  

 

5.2.1 Vaadin-side 

The Vaadin-side of the join candidate generator constitutes from the user interface and user 

defined settings and choices in the subset tool. The object of the Vaadin-side is to collect 

all necessary information which is needed for the join candidate generator to determine 

join terms for added datasets. The necessary information for the generator includes: 

identifiers of the dataset which is currently being added, identifiers of existing datasets and 

properties of existing joins in the subset.  

 

The information for the candidate generator is transferred as a JSON object. An example of 

the JSON object is presented in figure 18. Identifiers of datasets include the alias of the 

dataset in subset and name of the dataset in the database. The identifiers of joins include 
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column names and aliases of both datasets and the join type. Because candidate generator 

was developed separately from the application, some communication method was needed. 

Since JSON by its nature is lightweight and easy to handle, it was chosen as the transfer 

medium.  

 

 

FIGURE 18. Example input JSON from two joined phenotype datasets and added map 

dataset. 

 

In addition to generating the input for the generator, the Vaadin application also receives 

the output from the server which contains the join terms, and parses them into visualized 

form which can be seen in figure 17. This output is also in JSON format and will be 

discussed in more detail in section 5.2.2. 

 

5.2.2 Server-side 

The server-side of the join candidate generator contains control logic for parsing the input 

from the Vaadin-side and generating the output back, and separate inference rule scripts for 

determining join terms for the current subset. This server-side component exists separately 

{ 

  "joins": [ 

    { 

      "src_col": "SUBJECT", 

      "tgt_alias": "b", 

      "src_alias": "a", 

      "tgt_col": "SAMPLE", 

      "type": "equi" 

    } 

  ], 

  "new_dataset": { 

    "alias": "c", 

    "id": " mapdataset " 

  }, 

  "datasets": [ 

    { 

      "alias": "a", 

      "id": "phenotype1" 

    }, 

    { 

      "alias": "b", 

      "id": " phenotype2" 

    } 

  ] 

} 
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from the subset application logic in the same server because, as mentioned in thesis 

delimitations, creating the inference logic was not included in the scope of the thesis.  

 

Server-side of the generator receives the JSON input from the Vaadin application and its 

control logic creates an SQL query based on it. The query calls complex ontology-based 

inference scripts which return data about possible joins of input datasets and their columns. 

This data is then again processed by the control logic and output JSON object is created for 

the Vaadin application. An example of the JSON output is presented in figure 19. 

FIGURE 19. Example output JSON from gene list and an annotation map dataset. 

{ 

  "source": { 

    "column": "GENOMIC_POS", 

    "alias": "b", 

    "id": "mapdataset", 

    "description": "Genomic position" 

  }, 

  "score": 1, 

  "params": [ 

    { 

      "min": 0, 

      "type": "int", 

      "name": "flank", 

      "description": "Length of flanking area around the region" 

    } 

  ], 

  "target": [ 

    { 

      "column": "GENOMIC_RANGE", 

      "alias": "a", 

      "id": "genelist", 

      "description": "Genomic range" 

    } 

  ], 

  "source_roles": { 

    "position": "DIST", 

    "chromosome": "CHROM" 

  }, 

  "aliases": "{}", 

  "type": "in_genomic_range", 

  "target_roles": { 

    "start_position": "START", 

    "chromosome": "CHROM", 

    "end_position": "END" 

  }, 

  "sql_where": "b.CHROM = a.CHROM AND b.DIST 

BETWEEN a.START - $flank AND a.END + $flank" 

} 
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The output in figure 19 is substantially similar to the input (figure 18) containing the key 

attributes of source and target datasets such as id, column and alias as well as the type and 

WHERE-clause of the join. The join candidate properties derived from the inference rule 

scripts, however, differ from the input. Depending on the type of the join, candidate may 

contain parameter information which can be adjusted by the user, or roles for source and 

target datasets. Because datasets may contain virtual columns, whose values are calculated 

on the fly during an expression, join candidates also need properties for expressing this 

function. In the system, these virtual columns can be expressed as roles. In the application 

domain, roles can be related to, for example, column value ranges. Finally, the score 

variable which is a certain value between 0 and 1 represents dataset columns’ similarity 

from the ontology perspective and acts as the grading order of possible join candidates for 

analyzed datasets. 

 

5.2.2.1 Inference rules 
The join candidate generator determines possible join terms using six different inference 

rules. These rules query the system’s database and searches for ontology combinations for 

source and target datasets of the subset. Each rule is executed sequentially in order to take 

all possible join types into account. SQL could have been replaced with other more 

suitable approaches such as Prolog, which generally is an inference and rules engine, but 

because the data exists in a relational database, SQL was used for creating the rules. 

Because of the confidentiality factors, only basic principles of the inference rules are 

described in this section as well as the resulting WHERE-clause for the join. 

 

1. Proximity inference rule 

Proximity inference rule tries to find ontology relations using genomic position as ontology 

term which needs to be implemented by both source and target dataset columns. In 

addition, the columns of both source and target datasets need to implement a virtual 

column consisted from columns with chromosome and position roles. This result in 

proximity join using distance as relation between dataset column values which in practice 

means that the value in other dataset’s column needs to be in a certain radius to the value in 

other dataset’s column. In the application, when two datasets are joined with proximity 

join, tool provides user an input field to set the radius by the user. 
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Example WHERE-clause: sourceds.column1 = targetds.column1 AND 

sourceds.column2 BETWEEN targetds.column2 - radius AND targetds.column2 + 

radius 

 

2. Genomic range inference rule 

Genomic range rule is another rule which uses virtual columns for determine the join 

conditions similarly to proximity inference rule. Difference to proximity join is that 

genomic range rule tries to find ontology relations so that source implements genomic 

position as ontology term while the target implements genomic range. In addition, the 

source column needs to be a virtual column consisted of columns annotated with 

chromosome and position ontology terms, and target’s annotated with chromosome and 

start and end positions. This results in genomic range join using the length of flanking area 

around the region as basis so that the value of a column in source sets in the flanking area 

in target column values. Similarly to proximity join, input field is also provided for setting 

the flanking value in genomic range joins.   

 

Example WHERE-clause: sourceds.column1 = targetds.column1 AND 

sourceds.column2 BETWEEN targetds.column2 - flank AND targetds.column3 + flank 

 

3. Namespace mapping rule 

Namespace mapping rule uses a mapping table for determining joins for source and target 

dataset’s columns. In addition to just comparing the columns of source and target dataset’s 

columns in the mapping table, they need to have a common ancestor terms in the same 

namespace. The distance between these terms in the ontology tree determines the score 

variable in the output. In the application, when datasets are joined with a namespace 

mapping join, a map dataset is added to the subset for mapping dataset columns together.  

 

Example WHERE-clause: map.sourcecol = sourceds.column AND map.targetcol = 

targetds.column 

 

4. Pattern matching rule 

Pattern matching rule tries to find a specific pattern between dataset column values. As far 

as the subset tool is concerned, this means that the ontologies of source and target dataset 

columns annotations need to implement a matching pattern between them. In practice, this 

only considers string data types.  
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Example WHERE-clause: sourceds.column LIKE targetds.column 

 

5. Equality inference rule 

Equality inference rule is generally the simplest form of join. This rule searches for 

columns of source and target datasets whose ontology terms are equal to each other and 

thus fulfill the “is a” ontology relationship attribute. 

 

Example WHERE-clause: sourceds.column = targetds.column 

 

6. Value range rule 

Value range rule, similarly to proximity and genomic range rules, tries to find ontology 

relations related to value ranges. Virtual columns are also used for this rule. To find a 

condition for value range rule, virtual target dataset column needs to be annotated with 

value range ontology term and it needs to be consisted of terms with roles of minimum and 

maximum value. Value range join can thus be expressed in a way that the source column 

value must be in between of columns’ values of target dataset which have the roles of 

minimum and maximum value. 

 

Example WHERE-clause: sourceds.column >= target.column1 AND sourceds.column 

< targetds.column2 

 

Genomic range rule’s inference logic is used as an example for explaining the logic behind 

inference rules, and can be seen in figure 20. The SELECT part of the query simply 

retrieves the values of columns, such as dataset id’s, or modifies them for the output JSON 

object. Generally, the modification is conducted via database system’s concatenate 

function, expressed with double pipes symbol in the inference code. The real logic, 

however, comes from the FROM and WHERE conditions.  

 

The view contains two target views from which the result is derived. The 

column_annotation view contains every annotation for each column in the system. 

Compound_roles view contains information about virtual columns which are key concepts 

of the genomic range joins. The rule searches for column combinations from added 

datasets which fulfill following properties as per the WHERE clause of the query: 
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1. Source dataset must be annotated with genomic_position ontology term while the 

target needs to have a term of genomic_range. 

2. The source dataset column must also be a virtual column consisting of two 

columns, one of which needs to be annotated with chromosome ontology term 

while the other with position term. 

3. The target dataset column must also be a virtual column consisting of three 

columns: one annotated with chromosome term, one with start_position and last 

one with end_position. 

 

 

FIGURE 20. View logic of the genomic range rule. 

 

Because join candidate generator consists of several complex SQL queries, keeping 

performance in moderate level proved to be difficult. There was an unknown performance 

issue with genomic range and proximity inference rules which turned out to be bottlenecks 

in terms of performance. This was bypassed by turning specific views which were created 

during the query into tables. This, on the other hand, resulted that the new tables had to be 

kept updated via database triggers. Because this solution may affect the whole database 

and especially applications using it, better solution is in consideration in the future.    
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

The project of developing the new subset tool took place in 2016, starting from the 

beginning of May and put to hold in December for the duration of thesis writing. The 

company had an older version of the tool but redesigning and updating of other systems 

raised the need for updating the subset tool as well. The old version acted as a starting 

point for designing the newer version. At the start, very definite requirements were not 

given but a few functional requirements therefore carte blanche was given for the 

developer to some extent. This resulted in an iterative developing process with a frequent 

and quick feedback during the development resulting to the current stage. 

 

Screenshots from the current prototype are shown in figures 21, 22, 23 and 24. As can be 

seen in the screenshots, the appearance of application is still moderately unpolished. This 

is explained by the fact that majority of time during development was concentrated on the 

application logic rather than aesthetics apart from usability properties. The logic is mostly 

finished except for help contents and exporting the created subset. These are goals for 

further development.  

 

 

FIGURE 21. Join candidate generator output parsed in Selected Datasets view. 
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FIGURE 22. Selected Datasets view with several datasets and joins. 

 

 

FIGURE 23. Current prototype of Active Dataset view. 
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FIGURE 24. Results of a subset in Preview Results view. 

 

In section 3.1, an example subset was introduced which acted as a starting point for the 

tool development. The proposed example turned out to be very complex to implement in a 

single SQL query even without the user friendliness factor of the user interface. The 

problem arises when trying to join pedigree and clinical data together. Therefore the 

prototype cannot create a query which would create a subset fulfilling the proposed 

prerequisites. However, it could be done in several individual steps by first creating a 

subset from clinical phenotype data with type-2 diabetes and age of onset factors filtered 

out. Second subset would be made by self semi-joining the pedigree dataset to create a 

subset with only subjects who belong to a family with at least one other subject. These two 

subsets would then be joined together with inner join and with equal subject ID’s as the 

condition. This could also be done in a single SQL query (figure 25) but since the 

prototype does not support this, these steps need to be separated for the time being. The 

rest of the query could easily be made by inner joining the aforementioned subset with 

datasets mentioned in figure 4 by equality conditions with the exception of map and gene 

list datasets which would be joined with genomic range condition.  
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Figure 25. Example SQL query for finding subjects under the age of 40 with type 2 

diabetes with relatives who also possess the same attributes. 

 

Several choices had to be made during the development process regarding user interface 

and actual application logic. The visualization of joins was the feature which had multiple 

choices regarding the way how joins could have been made visually preferable. Probably 

the most intuitive approach would have been the use of edges between visual tables 

representing the datasets. Vaadin does provide connectors which could have made it 

theoretically possible but setting edges to correct rows dynamically might have required 

lots of work involving client-server communication which could have had an impact on 

performance. Therefore coloring key rows was selected as the join visualization approach. 

Another visualization related choice was to separate filter and join views from each other 

for making all the constraints visible at the same time for a single dataset, which was a 

preferred option. 

 

There were choices to be made in logical perspective as well, some of which might have 

not been optimal, and may be changed in the future for code management purposes. Some 

of these are several objects such as custom variables which are managed more or less 

globally and not encapsulated as properly as they should. On that note, the main controller 

of the tool could have been split into logic and view controllers removing its role as super 

controller. All in all, the developed tool is still a prototype and work continues to meet the 

expected requirements and needs.   
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7 SUMMARY 

 

In this thesis, a software tool prototype for creating subsets from genomic and clinical 

datasets was developed. The web application prototype was created for a bioinformatics 

company using an open-source Vaadin web framework.  

 

The goal was to create logic for executing subset queries and showing the results for the 

user. One of the key aspects for conducting this was to make the using the tool as intuitive 

as possible. For that reason, usability was considered through the development process. 

The old existing subset tool, which acted as a starting point for the project, lacked this 

attribute and raised a need for improved usability. 

 

One of the special properties of the subset tool was utilizing predefined ontologies to 

automate dataset joining in the application. This join candidate generator searches the 

database for suitable join condition by analyzing datasets’ ontology annotations and based 

on ontology rules determines possible options for a join. In practice, when a user adds a 

new dataset into the subset, application automatically provides a list of possible ways the 

datasets can be joined together for user to select.   

 

All in all, the application is still in a prototype stage, which was the object from the start 

for the thesis. The work continues afterwards to meet missing features and integrate the 

tool to be part of the bigger system as it is supposed to be. 
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APPENDIX 1.  Use Cases 

 
 

 

 

(continues) 

Use Case #1 Adding and moving datasets Use Case #2 Adding constraints to current active dataset's columns

Importance Must have Importance Must have

User Any user who uses the tool. User Any user who uses the tool.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

None Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

At least one dataset has been added to the subset

Description

1. User drags a dataset from a list drops it on selected datasets canvas.

2. Visual table instance is created upon drop.

  2.1. If dataset is the only one in the view, nothing else happens.

  2.2. If dataset is not the only on in the view, join candidate generator is called.

3. Newly added dataset is made the new primary dataset and SQL query is updated 

after the drop.

4. Table starts to implement dragging within the canvas area.
Description

1. User checks columns in the first filter table column to be included in the final 

subset. Checking out a column should disable the row for any other input.

2. User selects filtering condition from drop-down list, generated based on the 

column type, located in the third table column.

3. User adds filtering value for the remaining input fields.

4. If user input is not found in some columns, no filter for that column is created.

5. SQL query is updated immediately after user input.

Successful outcome

Dropping the dataset calls join candidate generator if it's not the only one in the 

view and is created as a table in the canvas where it is dropped. Table starts to 

implement dragging afterwards.

Successful outcome

User input filtering elements are collected and translated into SQL, and subset SQL 

query is updated correctly

Failures

• Dropping a table on the canvas does not produce a table object.

• New table is not made the primary dataset.

• Dropping a table does not call join candidate generator if there are more than one 

dataset in the view already.

• Table does not implement dragging in the canvas.

Failures

• User input filter elements are not translated to final subset correctly

Use Case #3 Creation of subset Use Case #4 View subset results

Importance Must have Importance Must have

User Any user who uses the tool. User Any user who uses the tool.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

At least one dataset has been added to the subset Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

None

Description

1. User clicks the subset creation button.

2. Confirmation window is opened.

3. User chooses either full subset or preview generation and clicks the button.

4. Chosen form of a subset is generated and notified to the user.

Description

1. User clicks results -navigation button.

2. User is transferred to results view.

  2.1. If the subset was generated beforehand, show subset results.

  2.2. If no subset has been made, show empty result with a notification.

Successful outcome

• Subset is created successfully and notified to the user.

• User is notified if subset creation has failed by user's own mistake or if result is 

aberrant.
Successful outcome

• Subset result can be seen correctly in the results view if it was generated 

beforehand.

• Appropriate message is transferred to the user if subset wasn’t created before 

entering the results page.

Failures

• Subset fails due to functional error.

• UI freezes due to heavy query.

• No result notification is transferred to the user. Failures

• Result is not shown correctly or at all in the results view if subset was generated.

• No message is transferred to the user if subset was not created before entering the 

results page.

Use Case #5 Navigation between views. Use Case #6 Cancellation of subset creation

Importance Must have Importance Must have

User Any user who uses the tool. User Any user who uses the tool.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

None Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

Subset is being generated.

Description
1. User clicks a navigation button.

2. View, which button was clicked, is entered.
Description

1. User clicks the cancellation button of running subset generation.

2. Subset generation is canceled and notified to the user.

Successful outcome
User ends up in right view after clicking a specific navigation button and no 

information is lost during the view change.
Successful outcome

Subset generation is canceled and needed resources freed.

Failures

• User ends up in wrong view.

• View does not change after clicking a button.

• Information is lost during the change of the view.
Failures

• Subset generation is not canceled.

• Needed resources are not freed even if the cancellation is successful.

Use Case #7 Generation of dataset list in database Use Case #8 Removing datasets from subset

Importance Must have Importance Must have

User Any user who uses the tool. User Any user who uses the tool.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

None Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

At least one dataset is already in added in the subset.

Description

1. User access the tool

2. Dataset list is created based on the user permissions.

Description

1. User right-clicks a table to be removed.

2. User chooses "Remove dataset" from opening context menu.

3. Confirmation window opens from which user chooses either confirmation for 

deletion or canceling the activity.

4. SQL query, possible joins and join type options are updated, appropriate custom 

columns and constraints are removed, and finally the visual table is removed from 

the canvas.

Successful outcome

A list of datasets in database is generated successfully during tool startup.

Successful outcome

Visual table is removed. SQL query, joins and join options are updated to meet the 

new state of subset. Possible custom columns or constraints are deleted if they had 

a reference to the removed table.

Failures

• Dataset list is not created correctly based on user permissions.

• Datasets in the list do not implement drag & drop functionality.

Failures

• Visual table is not removed from the view.

• SQL query, existing joins or join options are not updated to meet the new state of 

subset.

• Custom columns or constraints with a reference to the removed dataset are not 

deleted.
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Use Case #9 Generating join candidates from ontologies Use Case #10 Viewing subset preview 

Importance Must have Importance Very nice

User Any user who uses the tool. User Any user who uses the tool.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

A dataset is being added to the subset which already contains at least one other 

dataset.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

If content is expected, preview or full subset needs to be created beforehand.

Description

1. User adds a new dataset to the canvas (see use case #1) which already contains at 

least one other dataset.

2. New window opens with generated join candidates.

3. User selects join candidates by checking candidate's check box.

  3.1 If confirm is clicked and candidate(s) is/are checked, joins are generated based 

on user's selection.

  3.2 If confirm is clicked and candidate(s) is/are not checked, any joins are not 

created and added as individual table which in not joined with other tables.

  3.3 If exit is clicked, new table is removed from the view and other tables remain 

unchanged.

4. Window is closed.

Description

1. User clicks the pop-up link.

2. A pop-up view is opened.

  2.1 If preview or full subset is created beforehand, pop-up shows 10 rows of the 

subset and total number of rows and columns in the final subset.

  2.2 If preview or full subset is not created beforehand, pop-up shows appropriate 

notification.

Successful outcome

• If more than one dataset is already in the view, candidate generator is called. 

Candidate generator generates correct join candidates. Chosen joins are created 

correctly in the subset.

• If no candidate is selected, other subset elements remain unchanged.

• If exit is clicked, new table is removed from the subset and other subset elements 

remain unchanged.

Successful outcome

• Pop-up is opened upon click. 

• Popup shows either the subset snippet or notification if preview is not created.

Failures

• Join candidate generator is not called if there more than one dataset is already in 

the view.

• Generator doesn't create correct candidates.

• After selection of candidates, joins are not created correctly to correspond selected 

candidates.

• Exiting window doesn't remove new dataset or current subset doesn't correspond 

to pre-dataset-adding state.

Failures

• Pop-up contents do not correspond to subset's current state.

Use Case #11 User defined join type selection Use Case #12 Showing variable distribution for selected dataset column 

Importance Must have Importance Very nice

User Any user who uses the tool. User Any user who uses the tool.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

At least two datasets in the subset joined together at least with one join. Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

In Active Dataset or Preview Results view.

Description

1. Join type selection is provided to the user when pre-conditions are met.

  1.1 Inner, left, right, full, semi, anti join for two tables.

  1.2 Inner only for more than two tables.

  1.3 Inner, semi, anti if namespace mapping join condition is present.

2. User selects preferred join type from drop-down box.

3. SQL query is updated to correspond currently selected join type.

Description

1. User clicks specific row in filtering table in Active Dataset or column item in 

Preview Results view.

2. Variable distribution graph is created based on the selected dataset column and 

column's type.

Successful outcome
• User chooses a feasible join type from type list and SQL query is updated by the 

selected join type.
Successful outcome

• Correct distribution is created after clicking filtering table row which corresponds 

to dataset column.

Failures

• Wrong join types available based on subset's current state.

• SQL query is not updated correctly after join type selection.
Failures

• Distribution is not created correctly or at all.

Use Case #13 Filtering subset result Use Case #14 Adding custom columns and constraints

Importance Must have Importance Must have

User Any user who uses the tool. User Any user who uses the tool.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

In Preview Results view, subset created. Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

At least one datasets in subset.

Description

1. User selects the column to be filtered.

2. User adds filter input into text field in the grid header.

3. Result is immediately filtered by user input.
Description

1. User clicks the Advanced SQL button.

2. Advanced SQL window is opened.

3. User selects either custom column or custom constraint tab.

4. User types custom columns or constraints as SQL.

5. User clicks "confirm" button.

6. Custom  columns or constraints are added to the subset query.

Successful outcome • Subset result is filtered based on input added in every filter field. Successful outcome • Custom columns and/or constraints are added to the query correctly.

Failures
• Result is not filtered based on added filters.

Failures
• Custom columns and/or constraints are not added to query.

• Custom columns and/or constraints are not syntactically correct.

Use Case #15 Viewing help contents for every view. Use Case #16 Filter duplicate values

Importance Must have Importance Good to have

User Any user who uses the tool. User Any user who uses the tool.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

None Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

At least one datasets in subset.

Description

1. User clicks a help button.

2. Help window is opened. Description

1. User ticks/un-ticks a check box resulting the DISTINCT to be enabled/disabled to 

the final subset.

2. SQL query is updated appropriately.

Successful outcome
• Help window is opened and contains correct information.

Successful outcome
• DISTINCT is enabled or disabled in final SQL query based on the toggle check 

box.

Failures
• Window doesn't open.

• Help contents are lacking or missing.
Failures

• SQL query doesn't correspond to check box status.
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System property #1 Dynamic SQL query updating System property #2 Asynchrony in heavy operations

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

At least one dataset has been added to the subset Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

A heavy operation, such as SQL query, needs to be executed.

Input A change in added datasets, join types, constraints or custom variables. Input Execution of heavy operation

Description

The final subset SQL query should always be updated when the tool is used. The 

updating needs to happen when user adds a new dataset, constraint or a custom 

variable, or changes the join type.

Description

Executing of SQL queries can take time but user interface needs to stay interactive 

regardless of that. Heavy operations, such as subset generation, need to run in a way 

which does not lock the user interface.

Output Updated SQL query Output None

Successful outcome Final subset SQL query updated correctly. Successful outcome Interface does not lock during heavy operations

Failures Final subset SQL query is incorrect. Failures Interface locks during heavy operation.

System property #3 Join visualization System property #4 Result grid properties

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions At least one dataset has been added to the subset.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

Subset has been created.

Input New dataset added to subset Input None

Description
Subset can contain several datasets which are joined together in different ways and 

with different conditions. These joins need to be distinguished from another.
Description

Grid should enable sorting and column re-ordering

Output Visualized dataset joins Output None

Successful outcome Joins of datasets visualized intuitively Successful outcome Grid implements sorting and column re-ordering

Failures Joins of datasets not visualized Failures Grid does not implement sorting and column  re-ordering

System property #5 Subset form creation System property #6 Intuitive visual appearance

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions Subset can be created.

Pre-Conditions / 

Assumptions

None

Input Subset is being created. Input None

Description

Before creating the actual subset, application must create a form for it first.

Description

The appearance of the user interface must be intuitive and follow system styling 

guidelines. The SQL concepts should be humanized in order to user to understand 

them without knowing SQL.

Output Form for a subset. Output None

Successful outcome Form of the subset is created successfully. Successful outcome User interface is aesthetically competent and intuitive.

Failures Form creation fails. Failures User interface is aesthetically not competent enough and complex.


